
 

Object: Borromini Award - invitation 

following the success of the first edition of the "Francesco Castelli" International Award born from 
an idea of the architect. Francesco Scoppola (Director General of Education and Research at 
MiBACT) on the occasion of the Borromini celebrations, the Alessandro Rigi Luperti Foundation 
decided to organize, for the year 2019, the second edition of the aforementioned competition. The 
theme assigned for the new edition, extended this time to the European context, will be the same as 
in 2018: "Sant 'Andrea delle Fratte: the dome that is not there”. 
The groups of students in architecture will be asked to propose their own reconstructive 
interpretation of Borromini's lost project for the dome of the church of Sant'Andrea delle Fratte in 
Rome. 
As for the first edition, this year the award received the patronage of the Municipality of Rome, the 
Vicariate of Rome, the Senate of the Republic, the Chamber of Deputies, the Ministry of Interior, 
the OARM, the Ministry of Education and Research and the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and 
Activities, Tourism. 
The competition aims to encourage interdisciplinary work aimed also at supporting and researching 
young creative students nationally and internationally. 
A cash prize awarded by a jury of industry experts will be awarded at the first prize and a 
reimbursement of expenses to the next seven selected within a prize pool and reimbursement of 
expenses of a total value of no less than € 3,000.00. 
The jury reserves the right to assign a special mention to the work of one or more groups of 
additional participants who will be particularly distinguished by the originality and research 
expressed by their work. 
All the submitted works (including that of the winner of the competition and those judged finalists) 
can, at the discretion of the jury of experts, become part of the preparatory project of the Foundation 
which provides for the creation of an exhibition and the publication of a specific catalog . 
Participation in the contest is free 
For this initiative, maximum dissemination is required through the channels that you consider most 
appropriate. 
Sure of your kind reply, I send my best regards. 

                                                                                                                    President 
                                                                                                         Alessandro Rigi Luperti

Fondazione Alessandro Rigi Luperti    Sede operativa di Roma  Via Po 48/B  
www.fondazionearl.org - www.premioborromini.org - info@premioborromini.org- arch.luciavaldarnini@premioborromini.org  

contatti segreteria +39 3921842799  Coordinatrice  Concorso Arch. Lucia Valdarnini +39 3384105506
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